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About This Game

Legends of Persia is a highly ambitious Action RPG Adventure which incorporating bloody battles, item usage, character
building, and storyline incorporation. The storyline revolves around Keykhosro, the son of the Persian prince Siavosh, who in

the name of his father’s blood seeks to take revenge upon Afrasiab, the king of Tooran. Throughout the game, the character will
face difficult challenges to overcome, such as defeating massive waves of enemies, encountering difficult bosses, and finally

dealing with Afriasiab, his father’s killer.

Game Mechanics

5 attractive locations and more than 200 weapons and items to use, ‘Legends Of Persia’ is packed full of features! The game will
also include 3 different hero characters, and lots of unique challenging enemies. Already a thriving and popular game on Steam

Greenlight, prepare to get blown away with the addictive gameplay and fantastic graphics!

Key Features

•Wide Range of Magic spells and abilities to use
•Hundreds of items

•Menacing boss battles
•3 characters to choose from.

•Experience the dramatic events between seasons through a brand new original story!
•Built from the ground up to support modding (editor will be available soon )

•Ongoing free updates ( upcoming updates will be free charge for customers who purchase this game )
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•Many expansions available post-release.

Story

At the height of the glorious Persian king KayKavoos' reign, he had dominance over half the lands of his age. Seeking to cement
his legend, he looked next to conquering the heavens.

Lashing a great sky chariot to four mighty birds, the lord of Persia ascended far above the earth.
Before the king's ambition could be fully realized, an angel appeared to quell his flight. But as the celestial creature prepared to

strike down the Persian king, the glowing spirit of a child materialized.
“Stay your hand, angel! I am KayKhosro, this great king's yet-unborn son. If you destroy this man for his arrogance now, you

destroy me! To rob him of his present would be to rob me of my future.”
The angel paused, considered the spirit's words, and sent the zealous King's chariot crashing down to the realm of Earth from

whence it came.
“I am forbidden from severing your bloodline, and have returned your ancestor to his kingdom alive, but the burdens upon you

are heavy, indeed.”
The angel embraced the spirit child, imparting these words.

“You will be born into an age of conflict, your ancestors beset upon each other with steel and cruelty, and your people will look
to you for guidance. One day, evil will descend upon the borders of Persia, and you must be ready.

Now, rest, child. Your time has yet to come...”
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A complete junk with poor action, poor balance and poor image quality, 1\/10.. horrible game. it bugs out when travelling back
through completed quest areas. it has an extremely basic skills tree\/char development and plot. items are also very
bland\/generic with only 3 lines of modifiers and is no where near as detailed\/varied as the diablo series. the
graphics\/animation and controls are also poor. its easy to get lost during each quest because theres no minimap (or any kind of
map). stay away, they're better free games on the internet.

I'd rate this a 3\/10.. closer to a FREE flash game than a $20 game.. NOPE NOPE NOPE. HORRIBLE POOR GRAPHICS
TOTALLY NOT WORTH THE GUY PEOPLE I WARN YOU THIS IS ABSOLUTE CRAP. EVEN IF THEY SOLD IT FOR
2$ IT WOULDN'T BE WORHT IT.. Top game! Its nice to see that the persians are here too! h3h3 :D. I'm sorry, I really wanted
to like this game, especially since there are so few games that actually deal with Persia and its mythologies (Prince of Persia
notwithstanding), but I cannot in good faith recommend this game to anyone. There's no actual randomized items, no deep
character development, and the story looks interesting but sounds like it was badly translated. All together, the game comes
across as bare-bones, it functions like its still in its development stages (hell, it probably is considering), and you really don't get
bang for your buck. Thankfully I got this during the steam sale, so my wallet wasn't hit too bad, but still, unless the developers
release a HUGE update that actually makes like it like an actually finished game, I don't think I have the strength to finish it.
Plus, going by the achievements, its not very lengthy anyhow. Sorry folks, but look elsewhere for your hack'n'slash'n'cast'and
gunnin fix.. Poop \/ 10

Got it on sale so no big deal, but at least I expected a playeable game, not an unstable-laggy-buggy game.. Well...
I tend to be a fan of ARPGs.
I very much try & play any game that plays similar to an ARPG & the list includes:

Diablo 1, 2 & 3
Titan Quest: Immortal Throne
Dungeon Siege 1, 2 & 3.
Grim Dawn
R.A.W. Realms of Ancient War
Wave Of Darkness
Torchlight 1 & 2
Sacred 3
Incredible Adventures Of Van Helsin

& similar games of Neverwinter Nights 2, Divinity Original Sin & a few others that are turn based & more cRPG then ARPG.

And despite it all & have ones like R.A.W. & Wave Of Darkness which both have some serious problems... I have to say this is
one of the worst games I've ever played.... & I only played past the 1st fight so far.
This game feels like a RPG Maker RPG does to a decent RPG like Dragon Quest (the original). Poorly.. it feels like it was
pumped out using assests that were bought in the bargin bin with little thought to interface or animations & other similar
requirements for a good ARPG. It's like the framework for a game... or something you would present to a teacher to show what
you're planning on doing your grade 10 assignment on "oh yes here's a quick example of what I want to do... the final
assignment will be more flushed out".

Having waited until it was on deep sale... the currently 85% off because of how many bad reviews there were I actually regret
buying this game for the $3.50 cents local currency. It is most definitely NOT worth more then $1.20 at best.... even that might
be pushing it.... because it really does seem like you're playing someones failing grade computer programming homework.

I cannot recommend this item in any way shape or form. If you want an ARPG you're better off going with something way older
& hence way cheaper because you'll still get a better product.

TLDR: Skip it. Failed homework project.
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